GROUP - ANGELS

Q. 1

ENGLISH

Please be very __________ with the baby.

a. gentle

b. gental

c. gentel
Q. 2

My __________ sister is five years old.

a. lettle

b. little

c. littel

Q. 3

The boy always get into ____________ .

a. truble

b. trouble

c. trubel
Q. 4

Making inferences from a reading selection is also called ________________ .

a. dangling modifiers

b. drawing conclusions

c. acting out

d. drawing pictures

Q. 5

Ms. Stephenson says she is tired of having long hair. What do you predict will happen next?

a. She buys a hat

b. She wears sunglasses.

c. She puts on sunscreen

d. She gets a hair cut.

Q. 6

A passage that has more facts than opinions is likely to be ___________ .

a. fairy tale

b. fable

c. biography

d. an informative passage

Q. 7

They have

a. They've

b. They'v

c. They'ave
Q. 8

Had not

a. had'nt

b. hadn't

c. haddint

Q. 9

The word sank means ____________ .

a. make music

b. clean boats

c. dropped to the bottom

d. a type of fish
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Q. 10

ENGLISH

Predictions should be made after you finish reading a story.

a. True

Q. 11

2

b. False

Apples are one of the ___________ of all the fruits for your teeth.

a. best

b. gooder

c. better

Q. 12

Which of these prefixes means "again"?

a. un

b. dis

c. im

d. re

Q. 13

I had a _______________ time at summer camp this year than last year.

a. good

b. better

c. best

Q. 14

It is important to know why the author wrote a passage so we can understand what we are reading.

a. True

Q. 15

b. False

If you want to say something is not active, you would choose the word...

a. activeless

b. inactive

c. activeful

d. reactive

Q. 16

Do not

a. don't

b. dont

c. do'nt
Q. 17

Identify the subject and the simple predicate of the following sentence. I need help with this math problem.

a. I/need

b. math/problem

c. I/help

d. help/problem

Q. 18

Collecting stamps is the ____________ way of all to learn about them.

a. easy

b. easier

c. easiest
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Q. 19

ENGLISH

Mya had just mopped the floor. It was very slippery. Just then, her little brother ran through with his socks
on. Mya tried to warn him, but it was too late. What probably happened next?

a. Mya's brother ate breakfast.

b. Mya's brother slipped and fell.

c. Mya took a shower.

d. Mya mopped the floor.

Q. 20

Will's shoes were untied, causing him to go _______________ down to the ground face first.

a. tumbling

b. wandered

c. suspicious

d. gasped

Q. 21

Which is an opinion?

a. Pizza has cheese on it.

b. Pizza is the best food.

c. Pizza comes in different flavors.

d. Pizza is cooked in an oven.

Q. 22

Which word means the characteristic of being a friend?

a. friend

b. unfriend

c. friendly

d. friendless

Q. 23

An exclamatory sentence ends with a period.

a. True

Q. 24

b. False

When children live too far away from school, they get their lessons from the teacher through
their __________ .

a. desk

b. computer

c. brain

d. shoes

Q. 25

Which part of a book would you use to locate the title of each chapter and the page number where each
chapter begins?

a. title page

b. table of contents

c. glossary

d. index

Q. 26

What does the suffix "less" mean in careless?

a. full of

b. able to

c. without

d. one who
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Q. 27

ENGLISH

Take this note to your mother. This is an example of what type of sentence?

a. statement

b. question

c. command

d. exclamation

Q. 28

It is

a. it's

b. its

c. it'is

Q. 29

Who is

a. whose

b. who's

c. wh's
Q. 30

What does unlikeable mean?

a. like again

b. not able to be liked

c. full of like

d. able to like again

Q. 31

Usually short writing that sometimes rhymes or has rhythm.

a. Drama

b. Poetry

c. Fiction

d. Nonfiction

Q. 32

The word "actor" means:

a. the process of acting

b. the state of acting

c. one who acts

d. full of action

Q. 33

We would

a. Wed

b. We'd

c. We'ld
Q. 34

Dandelions are ______________ plentiful in spring than in fall.

a. most

b. pleasantly

c. more

Q. 35

Which of the following sentences is correct?

a. The big, lazy elephant slept all day.

b. The big, lazy, elephant slept all day.

c. The big lazy elephant slept all day.

d. None are correct
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Q. 36

ENGLISH

Which word has the same vowel sound as the ea in (peach)?

a. beet

b. get

c. bread

d. fed

Q. 37

When Taylor's shoes came up missing, she was _____________ of Will, who had been in the class earlier.

a. divided

b. suspicious

c. pretended

d. trotted

Q. 38

I am

a. Im'e

b. I'am

c. I'm
Q. 39

Which two words are antonyms?

a. brave, strong

b. proud, ashamed

c. big, huge

d. scared, frightened

Q. 40

What type of sentence is the following? I rode my bike to Madeline's house, and we went to the zoo.

a. Simple sentence

b. Compound sentence

c. Complex sentence

d. Compound-complex sentence

Q. 41

So, why is it called lead when lead is not even used? In the 1400s, the Romans did write with the metal
called lead. But in the late 1400s, a soft rock was found to be better. People began to write with this soft
rock instead. This soft rock became known

a. When pencil lead was first made

b. How most pencils are made today

c. What pencil lead is made from

d. Why pencils use the metal lead

Q. 42

We are

a. were

b. we're

c. we'r
Q. 43

If something is fishy, it is...

a. Without fish

b. Characterized by fish

c. Afraid of fish

d. Close to fish
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Q. 44

ENGLISH

Which word means more than one party?

a. partyer

b. partied

c. parties

d. party

Q. 45

What is the complete subject of the following sentence? The green frog ate the helpless fly.

a. The frog

b. The green frog

c. The frog ate

d. The helpless fly

Q. 46

The events of the story and characters are real.

a. Nonfiction

b. Fiction

c. Poetry

d. Drama

Q. 47

6

She will

a. She'll

b. She'will

c. Sh'll

Q. 48

Choose the best way to combine these two sentences. My family went to the park yesterday. We had a
great time.

a. My family went to the park yesterday having a
great time.

b. My family went to the park yesterday, and we had a

c. My family went to the park, had a great time
yesterday.

d. My family went to the park and we had a great time
yesterday.

Q. 49

Cried means?

a. Currently crying

b. Crying in the future

c. Crying in the past

d. Not crying

Q. 50

What does the word abolitionist mean?

a. A person who likes bologna.

b. A person who thinks slavery is good.

c. A person who is against slavery.

d. A person who is free.

Q. 51

Real life examples that present information in a visual/seeing way.

a. photos

b. subtitles

c. bullets

d. italics
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Q. 52

ENGLISH

Adjectives describe nouns and pronouns.

a. True

Q. 53

7

b. False

What is the complete predicate of the following sentence? The boys raced.

a. raced

b. boys raced

c. The boys

Q. 54

"She is as busy as a bee." What does this mean?

a. She is very busy.

b. She is sitting around.

c. She is next to a bee hive.

d. She is making honey.

Q. 55

To look through or glance at casually

a. review

b. browse

c. meditate

d. feed

Q. 56

You should always _______ an agreement with a handshake. Be sure you ____________ the plastic storage
bag, so it won't leak.

a. seal

b. clamp

c. use

d. fill

Q. 57

Choose the sentence that is written correctly.

a. Maria and Sari jumps rope at recess every day.

b. Maria and Sari were jumped rope at recess every
day.

c. Maria and Sari jump rope at recess every day.

Q. 58

What is the simple subject and simple predicate in the sentence? The sailboats were gliding across the ocean
while the wind was gently blowing.

a. sailboats/were gliding

b. sailboats/across the ocean

c. wind/was blowing

d. wind/blowing

Q. 59

Which part of speech is the word DECIDE?

a. pronoun

b. noun

c. adjective

d. verb
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Q. 60

ENGLISH

When something is made in advance, it is...

a. premade

b. remade

c. made

d. unmade

Q. 61

Which of the following is a complete sentence?

a. The beautiful bluebirds on the tree.

Q. 62

b. The bluebirds are flying over the tree.

Which word does not belong with the rest?

a. dog

b. bird

c. cat

d. mouse

Q. 63

Adjectives describe verbs.

a. True

Q. 64

b. False

Knowing the meaning of the prefix un- helps you know that uncommon means:

a. more common

b. the most common

c. in a common way

d. not common

Q. 65

He is

a. hes

b. he's

c. hes'

Q. 66

The only time the reader should make predictions when reading is at the beginning of the passage.

a. True

Q. 67

b. False

A telephone uses the prefix tele because...

a. You can call people far away

b. You can talk on it

c. You can dial the numbers

d. You can tell people things

Q. 68

Which of the following is a synonym of "wonderful?"

a. amazing

b. sunny

c. smile

d. warm
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Q. 69

ENGLISH

Choose the best way to combine the following sentences. My family went to the lake. I taught my brother
how to swim.

a. My family went to the lake and swam.

b. My family went to the lake and my brother swam.

c. My family went to the lake and I taught my brother

d. I went to the lake, and I taught my brother how to
swim.

Q. 70

I can't read her ____________ .

a. handwriting

b. handrighting

c. handwriteing

d. hanbwriting

Q. 71

You got sprayed by a skunk. What can you infer?

a. The skunk was happy.

b. The skunk was being friendly.

c. The skunk was tired.

d. The skunk was defending himself.

Q. 72

Which word means: To receive or approve

a. except

Q. 73

b. accept

The /ei/ in "reindeer" sounds MOST like the vowel sound in which of the following words?

a. let

b. ice

c. age

d. term

Q. 74

Which is the correct PLURAL spelling of party?

a. partys

b. partyies

c. parties

d. partyes

Q. 75

Which sentence is correct?

a. Their in they're sitting quietly in there classroom.

b. They're going over there to get their books.

c. There decorating they're tree out their.

d. Their cooking there super in there.

Q. 76

__________ opened the door.

a. someone

b. Sumone

c. Someone

d. Somewon
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Q. 77

ENGLISH 10

Which of the following is a complete sentence?

a. Do your homework before dinner.

b. After she finished her essay

c. The boys who like to play baseball

d. As we wait for the rain to stop

Q. 78

If the cat is sitting by his water dish, the cat must be...

a. bored

b. tired

c. thirsty

d. hungry

Q. 79

What are the two words at the top of a dictionary page to help you find the word you are looking for called?

a. definition

b. guide words

c. entry words

d. parts of speech

Q. 80

Pictures found on a book or text's cover and/or within it are called:

a. maps

b. graphs

c. illustrations

d. charts

Q. 81

Identify the predicate of the sentence.Dexter and his friends waited for over an hour.

a. Dexter

b. over

c. waited

d. hour

Q. 82

What is the linking verb in the sentence? My house sits on the hill.

a. My

b. house

c. sits

d. hill

Q. 83

Which word best describes Ruby Bridges?

a. Helpless

b. Brave

c. Lazy

d. Scared

Q. 84

What does the prefix "bi" mean in "bicycle"?

a. two

b. one

c. not

d. opposite of

Q. 85

In which source would a student MOST LIKELY find the meaning of the word escape?

a. an atlas

b. a thesaurus

c. a dictionary

d. an encyclopedia
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Q. 86

ENGLISH 11

A cat is one of the ___________ independent kinds of pets.

a. more

b. most

c. best
Q. 87

The meaning of "preheat" is:

a. to heat before

b. to heat again

c. to not heat

d. the opposite of heat

Q. 88

"The night is still young." What does this mean?

a. It is only January.

b. It is not late.

c. It is Monday.

d. It is still light out.

Q. 89

Which of the following terms can be used to describe the superlative form of an adjective?

a. By adding " -est" to an adjective

b. Entering "most" before an adjective

c. The sentence may have a key word that means "in
all" or "entire"

d. All of the above

Q. 90

Which word does NOT have same sound as "ue" in the word blue?

a. shoe

b. stuck

c. glue

d. new

Q. 91

Which word means "in the process of a walk"?

a. walker

b. walking

c. walked

d. walk

Q. 92

What is the action verb in the sentence? "Can we go play at the park tomorrow?"

a. can

b. go

c. park

d. play

Q. 93

Choose the word that is spelled correctly.

a. neighbor

b. breack

c. eeger

d. bussy

Q. 94

Which word describes the area that contains all the life on Earth?

a. atmosphere

b. stratosphere

c. biosphere

d. hydrosphere
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Q. 95

ENGLISH 12

Which of the following is an antonym of "small?"

a. tiny

b. little

c. big

d. pretty

Q. 96

The _______________ on the church rang at midnight.

a. bells

b. belles

c. bells'

Q. 97

A non-fiction text is usually about real people, places, and events.

a. True

Q. 98

b. False

What purpose do adjectives serve?

a. They tell who the sentence is about.

b. They add details.

c. They make the sentence complete.

Q. 99

Skipping breakfast is the ___________ way of all to start your day.

a. bad

b. worse

c. worst
Q. 100 A transition is ________________ .
a. a word or phrase

b. a word or phrase that concludes a story

c. a word or phrase that moves you to the next part of

Q. 101 The correct plural form of mouse is...
a. mouses

b. mousies

c. mousees

d. mice

Q. 102 "My grandpa was acting like a teenager." What does that mean?
a. He acted older than he is.

b. He acted like a boy.

c. He acted silly.

d. He acted scared.

Q. 103 Which word describes an instrument used to magnify small sounds?
a. microscope

b. microphone

c. micromanager

d. microwave
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ENGLISH 13

Q. 104 I wanted to go to the movies, ______________ I didn't have any money.
a. and

b. but

c. so

d. or

Q. 105 Ricky was to tired to run, so he ___________ to the kickball field to play.
a. trotted

b. tumbling

c. pretended

d. discouraged

Q. 106 Something you use to look at things far away is a...
a. magnifying glass

b. window

c. telescope

d. microscope

Q. 107 If something is stopping, it means it...
a. already stopped

b. will stop in the future

c. is in the process of coming to a stop

d. likes to stop

Q. 108 Choose the verb in the sentence. The birds flew in the air.
a. birds

b. flew

c. air
Q. 109 What pronoun could replace "the students" in the sentence ? The students studied all day for the test.
a. He

b. She

c. It

d. They

Q. 110 When you want to say someone is crazy, you can say they are...
a. crazier

b. saner

c. insane

d. presane

Q. 111 Which word means characterized by clouds?
a. cloudish

b. cloudy

c. uncloud

d. cloudless

Q. 112 Coach Ledford ___________ the class into two teams.
a. pretended

b. divided

c. gasped

d. discouraged
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Q. 113 lacking any definite plan or prearranged order
a. purposeful

b. planned

c. specific

d. random

Q. 114 Which word has the same "ee" sound as in the word deep?
a. bread

b. unique

c. step

d. their

Q. 115 She is like the apple of my eye. What is this an example of?
a. Simile

b. Metaphor

c. Alliteration
Q. 116 Which word in the sentence describes the sneakers? I am able to run faster in my white sneakers.
a. run

b. able

c. white

d. faster

Q. 117 Which word means "the big idea" or "central message" of a text?
a. moral

b. lesson

c. theme

d. main idea

Q. 118 Which word describes an item used to look at something small?
a. microphone

b. microscope

c. telephone

d. telescope

Q. 119 Which word means "a jump in the past"?
a. jumping

b. jumper

c. jumped

d. jump

Q. 120 What is the linking verb in the following sentence? How are you doing?
a. how

b. are

c. you

d. doing

Q. 121 Which word is an antonym for "forget?"
a. recent

b. remember

c. round

d. ridiculous
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Q. 122 Identify the predicate in the following sentence. Our teacher Mrs. Collins, gave us books to read.
a. gave

b. teacher

c. read

d. Mrs.Collins

Q. 123 Children learn to read and write in many different languages depending on where they live in the world.
Knowing how to read and write is called _____________ .
a. school

b. mind

c. literacy

d. purple

Q. 124 Which word describes something that is against life?
a. antibiotic

b. antisocial

c. antibody

d. antifreeze

Q. 125 Eating slowly is ______________ for you than eating fast.
a. best

b. better

c. worst

Q. 126 To switch
a. line

b. change

c. same
Q. 127 We had a tent to _____________ outside.
a. campp

b. cammp

c. camp

Q. 128 What does BEWILDER mean?
a. amaze or confuse

b. please greatly

c. take a trip

d. cook and egg

Q. 129 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. letuce

b. lettuce

c. letus

Q. 130 The purpose of a supporting detail is:
a. to tell you the main idea

b. to give more information about the main idea

c. to give you the conclusion

d. to tell you who the narrator is
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Q. 131 What is a "Supporting Detail"?
a. details that explain the end of the story

b. details that tell you what will happen in the story

c. details that explain the main idea of the story

d. details that read the story for you

Q. 132 An agreement between two people; something sold cheap
a. loyal

b. resources

c. bargain

d. gasp

Q. 133 Some stories might have more than one problem and solution.
a. True

b. False

Q. 134 Erosion
a. Erosion is the process that breaks things down. It is

b. Erosion is what happens when you eat too much
candy.

c. An energy drink with lots of caffeine, good for
climbing mountains.

d. The center of an earthquake or volcano.

Q. 135 Which word is an antonym of fast?
a. bolt

b. slow

c. quick

d. easy

Q. 136 What does the capitalized word most likely mean? A PEBBLE on the beach
a. long stick

b. turtle nest

c. small stone

d. shiny shell

Q. 137 A verb is an _____________ word.
a. acsion

b. action

c. actsion

d. acshun

Q. 138 Sometimes children have a ___________ to help them with subjects that are hard for them or to teach them
things that they can't learn in school.
a. tutor

b. children

c. doctor

d. policeman
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Q. 139 If someone says "Life is just a bowl of cherries," what do they mean?
a. Life is good.

b. Life is round.

c. Life is small.

d. Life is red.

Q. 140 Paige and Courtney said they went hunting for some ____________ last weekend.
a. divided

b. bristly

c. swine

d. javelinas

Q. 141 What means the same as ESTIMATE?
a. choose

b. guess

c. write

d. money

Q. 142 Two horses pulled the _____________ .
a. sagecoach

b. stagecoach

c. stagecouch

d. stagecoch

Q. 143 Big and huge are:
a. synonyms

b. antonyms

Q. 144 Which word is NOT spelled correctly?
a. steap

b. mighty

c. childhood

d. yield

Q. 145 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. secrett

b. beyound

c. skiline

d. deceive

Q. 146 When reading a story what does sequence mean?
a. The day something happens in a story.

b. The order of events in a story.

c. The way a character acts.

d. The last to happen in a story.

Q. 147 What might happen if you place a lit candle under a glass jar?
a. The flame will eventually go out.

b. The flame will get bigger.

c. The wax in the candle will change colors.

d. The candle will stay the same.
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Q. 148 Which word describes sending writing across a distance?
a. telephone

b. television

c. telegraph

d. telescope

Q. 149 If a student got 100% on their work, what could you infer?
a. They listened and studied.

b. They didn't come to school that day.

c. They didn't listen in class.

d. They copied off of their neighbor.

Q. 150 A simile is an imaginative comparison between two different things using the words "like", or "as."
a. True

b. False

Q. 151 Which of the following words is NOT a word that shows sequence?
a. finally

b. then

c. because

d. next

Q. 152 Knowing the meaning of the prefix pre- helps the reader know that precode means:
a. in favor of coding

b. full of code

c. to code now

d. to code before

Q. 153 Regarded with favor, approval, or affection by people in general
a. notorious

b. unusual

c. popular

d. different

Q. 154 Which word means the study of life?
a. geology

b. palentology

c. biology

d. psychology

Q. 155 What is the suffix in the word thankful?
a. than

b. thank

c. thankful

d. ful

Q. 156 Some children live at their school-this kind of school is called a ______________ school.
a. literacy

b. boarding

c. difficult

d. silly
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Q. 157 When you compare and contrast, you tell about one thing.
a. True

b. False

Q. 158 How could the writer best include illustrations to enhance the passage?
a. Add a picture of a soccer ball

b. Show diagrams of the activities

c. Show pictures of kids playing soccer

d. Add a picture of a net or goal

Q. 159 Which is an example of how the writer develops the paragraph above by using a definition or comparison to
help explain the activity?
a. One way is just to play keep away.

b. This is similar to a drill.

c. It promotes ball skills.

d. It also helps you become better at dribbling in
traffic and avoiding defenders.

Q. 160 What is the prefix in in the word reteach?
a. teach

b. re

c. each

d. reteach

Q. 161 When a reader combines details from a story or a text with ideas from their own brain, they can make an
inference or draw a conclusion.
a. True

b. False

Q. 162 The solution in the ____________ fizzed and popped.
a. overtime

b. naturalist

c. beaker

d. archrival

Q. 163 What does the term "main idea" mean?
a. Where a story takes place

b. Who the story is about

c. What the story is mostly about

d. How to make something

Q. 164 The result of something happening after an event occurs is called the___________ .
a. contrast

b. cause

c. effect
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Q. 165 Which of the following is an antonym of noisy?
a. loud

b. hot

c. quiet

d. fun

Q. 166 Ricky had to shave, because his beard was very ____________ .
a. bristly

b. javelinas

c. pretended

d. discouraged

Q. 167 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Could'nt

b. Couldn't

c. Couldnt'
Q. 168 To feel sleepy:
a. drowsy

b. heroic

c. awe

d. lazy

Q. 169 Which of the following is a base word?
a. un

b. dis

c. unhappy

d. happy

Q. 170 "Cat got your tongue" is an example of a(n)...
a. metaphor

b. idiom

c. simile

d. personification

Q. 171 Which word is a verb in the following sentence? The children now all want their own computers in their
bedrooms.
a. want

b. own

c. now

d. in

Q. 172 Which word is NOT spelled correctly?
a. beyond

b. brownie

c. stilts

d. safty

Q. 173 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. reech

b. friight

c. triied

d. receive
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Q. 174 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. cleened

b. between

c. ladiey

d. steake

Q. 175 Which word is an antonym for the word "strange?"
a. weird

b. shiftless

c. normal

d. different

Q. 176 Which of the following is NOT an example of an action verb?
a. run

b. clap

c. write

d. is

Q. 177 Labradors are the best kind of dogs to have as a pet.
a. Fact

b. Opinion

Q. 178 Which reference source would you use if you wanted to information about the Trojan War?
a. dictionary

b. encyclopedia

c. atlas

d. telephone book

Q. 179 Choose which word is spelled correctly.
a. bassket

b. baskit

c. basket

Q. 180 I stayed up past my bed time on a school night so the next day I fell asleep during math. What is the cause in
this sentence?
a. The next day I fell asleep

b. I stayed up past my bed time

c. This is not a cause and effect sentence
Q. 181 When something disappeared or went suddenly out of sight it:
a. vanished

b. glowed

c. transformed

Q. 182 What does the capitalized word most likely mean? CHILL the fruit.
a. cut

b. stir

c. cool

d. cook
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Q. 183 Which word refers to the order of ideas or events in a story?
a. theme

b. sequence

c. setting

d. plot

Q. 184 When you read a text or a story that contains important information and facts, the authors purpose is to:
a. persuade

b. entertain

c. inform

d. make you sad

Q. 185 I will arrive ___________ tonight.
a. sometime

b. sometyme

c. sumtime

d. sometim

Q. 186 What is a synonym for the word "afraid"?
a. brave

b. happy

c. nervous

d. scared

Q. 187 Everything you read has a purpose.
a. True

b. False

Q. 188 The vowel sound in "mule" sounds LEAST like the vowel sound in which word?
a. pull

b. tune

c. tool

d. music

Q. 189 Which reference source would you use if you wanted to know how to spell the word "mesmerizing"?
a. dictionary

b. encyclopedia

c. atlas

d. telephone book

Q. 190 The car's _____________ is broken.
a. headlite

b. hadlight

c. headlight

d. hedlight

Q. 191 What does reread mean?
a. read before

b. read again

c. read wrong

d. not read
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Q. 192 Which group of words would be best for writing a paragraph about weather?
a. Rain, snow, and cold

b. Cherries, eggs, and juice

c. Table, chair, and dishes

d. Cats, pigs, and tree

Q. 193 What would happen if you forgot to set your alarm clock for school?
a. You would be at school early

b. Eat a good breakfast

c. You would be late to school

Q. 194 The setting can be a place, a time, or both in the story.
a. True

b. False

Q. 195 Which book title is an example of a nonfiction text?
a. Willy Wonka's Wonder World

b. The Polar Express

c. The Okefenokee Swamp

d. James and the Giant Peach

Q. 196 Which word below has three syllables?
a. June

b. November

c. March

d. May

Q. 197 Which is an example of a singular noun?
a. rabbit

b. women

c. plates

d. children

Q. 198 Did you read the _____________ ?
a. newspayper

b. newpaper

c. knewspaper

d. newspaper

Q. 199 tri mean
a. four

b. self

c. three

d. earth

Q. 200 Which word means "in the process of a jump"?
a. jumped

b. jumper

c. jumping

d. jump
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Q. 201 Which word describes an object used to look around something?
a. perimeter

b. perishable

c. periscope

d. period

Q. 202 Which word describes an item used for looking across a distance?
a. telephone

b. telescope

c. telegraph

d. telepathy

Q. 203 Where should you look to find the meaning of a word?
a. an atlas

b. thesaurus

c. dictionary

d. encyclopedia

Q. 204 The person that is TELLING the story is called the:
a. character

b. narrator

c. illustrator

Q. 205 Which word describes the events that tell what the story is about?
a. plot

b. setting

c. resolution

d. beginning

Q. 206 A story that is funny, silly, or scary is trying to _____________ you.
a. entertain

b. persuade

c. inform

d. direct

Q. 207 Which group of words are signal words for causes and effects?
a. First, last, then, finally

b. Above, below, under, next

c. Last, finally, and then, once

d. Since, so, because, due to the fact

Q. 208 When reading a text that explains how to complete or do something, the author is trying...
a. to inform

b. to entertain

c. to persuade

d. to describe

Q. 209 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. "Why are you crying" said Joe.

b. Mary replied, "I'm just really sad today."

c. "Well, I hope you feel better." Joe said.

d. Thanks, Joe," Mary said.
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Q. 210 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. explain

b. forgaeve

c. neveir

d. bloock

Q. 211 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. mistake

b. explaine

c. breeak

d. wobbleiy

Q. 212 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. skyline

b. brigter

c. bycycles

d. vally

Q. 213 Another word for conflict in a story is ______________ ?
a. problem

b. ending

c. character

d. resolution

Q. 214 What does the suffix "er" mean in the word teacher?
a. full of

b. without

c. one who

d. able to

Q. 215 Which word describes an item used for sending sound across a distance?
a. television

b. telephone

c. telegraph

d. telescope

Q. 216 I went ______________ on the beach.
a. barefout

b. bairfoot

c. bearfoot

d. barefoot

Q. 217 The investigation of unknown regions
a. exploration

b. scrutiny

c. discovery

d. ignorance

Q. 218 Let's go buy some new ______________ .
a. furnition

b. furnision

c. furnichure

d. furniture
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Q. 219 What is an example of a homophone?
a. The tear in my new coat brought a tear to my eye.

b. Our Christmas party will start in one hour.

c. She's as pretty as a picture.

d. I hear bells ringing and children singing.

Q. 220 Which of the following is NOT an example of a linking verb?
a. is

b. run

c. are

d. am

Q. 221 A simple predicate is a ______________ .
a. noun

b. adjective

c. verb

d. proper noun

Q. 222 Which word means a person in a story or play?
a. narrator

b. person

c. character

d. dialogue

Q. 223 October is the tenth month of the year.
a. Fact

b. Opinion

Q. 224 The correct plural form of baby is
a. babys

b. babies

c. babyes

d. babes

Q. 225 Which word in the sentence above is not spelled correctly?
a. hamer

b. nail

c. with

d. told

Q. 226 To bring into or join in a close union or whole
a. combine

b. cooperate

c. disconnect

d. divide

Q. 227 The bus _______________ was covered in snow and ice.
a. winshield

b. windsheild

c. winedshield

d. windshield
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Q. 228 Which is the correct plural form of woman?
a. womans

b. womanes

c. women

d. it is already plural

Q. 229 What might happen if you forgot to set your alarm clock last night?
a. You will get to school early.

b. You will be tired in school.

c. You will fall asleep in school.

d. You will get to school late.

Q. 230 Where a story takes place is called the ___________ .
a. character

b. conflict

c. setting

d. action

Q. 231 The reason something happens is called the _____________ .
a. compare

b. effect

c. cause

d. signal words

Q. 232 Wilbur lives in the ___________ .
a. city

b. park

c. barn

d. mall

Q. 233 In the word jumped, jump is called the _____________ ?
a. suffix

b. base word

c. prefix

d. action verb

Q. 234 Which of the following is the correct abbreviation for "Sunday"?
a. Sun.

b. Sun

c. Sun:

d. Sund.

Q. 235 Orange soda tastes better that Sprite.
a. Fact

b. Opinion

Q. 236 What is the meaning of the word frequent in the following sentence? It was so hot outside that we made
frequent trips to the water fountain.
a. happening often

b. few

c. heat

d. vacations
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Q. 237 Which source would be BEST for finding information about the Creek tribe?
a. atlas

b. thesaurus

c. dictionary

d. encyclopedia

Q. 238 A synonym for sequence is _________________ .
a. plot

b. setting

c. summary

d. chronological order

Q. 239 Which word refers to the part of a story when the main conflict or problem is worked out or solved?
a. opinion

b. topic

c. setting

d. resolution

Q. 240 Which is an example of an abstract noun?
a. Benson

b. patience

c. Katie's

d. women

Q. 241 An outer layer or covering
a. wire

b. gas

c. skin

d. coast

Q. 242 Which word means to retell the main idea of a story?
a. cause

b. summarize

c. effect

d. theme

Q. 243 What does faithful mean?
a. full of faith

b. without faith

c. able to have faith

d. no faith

Q. 244 The saying "You're throwing your money down the drain" means what?
a. Someone is saving their money for a rainy day.

b. Someone is spending their money foolishly.

c. Someone is giving their money to the plumber.

d. Someone is wanting to borrow some of your money.

Q. 245 An author gives you reasons why you should buy, do or try something means that he/she is trying to...
a. inform

b. persuade/convince

c. entertain

d. to tell a story
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Q. 246 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. cruush

b. yellowe

c. gughtter

d. apply

Q. 247 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. nearby

b. beyound

c. quean

d. easyie

Q. 248 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. hudred

b. hondred

c. hundrid

d. hundred

Q. 249 Which sentence is correct?
a. Anna said, "let's go to the movies."

b. Anna said "Let's go to the movies."

c. Anna said, "Let's go to the movies"

d. Anna said, "Let's go to the movies."

Q. 250 What type of sentence asks something?
a. statement

b. question

c. command

d. exclamation

Q. 251 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. He went camping, fishing, and hiking last summer.

b. He went camping and fishing, and hiking last
summer.

c. He went , camping, fishing, hiking last summer.

d. He went camping fishing and hiking last summer.

Q. 252 Non-fiction texts use the following to share important information with the reader.
a. pictures and cartoons

b. speech bubbles

c. misspelled words

d. maps, charts, diagrams, and photographs

Q. 253 Grueling
a. very rough

b. very loud

c. very excited

d. very tiring

Q. 254 The events that make up a story are part of the story's _____________ .
a. plot

b. action

c. setting

d. force
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Q. 255 This book is told in a series of...
a. Short stories

b. Chapters

c. Poems

d. Songs

Q. 256 Which of the following is a complete sentence?
a. Around the corner.

b. The dogs barked.

c. Through the front door.

d. A clear, blue sky.

Q. 257 Which sentence is a simple sentence?
a. Last winter I wished for snow, and we got it!

b. It seemed as if we were always out in the driveway
shoveling snow, and it never seemed to end.

c. We play in the snow all the time.

d. We live way up north, and that's the way it goes up
here.

Q. 258 What is the best definition for chin?
a. an animal that lives in water and has fins for
swimming and gills for breathing.

b. the part of the face below the mouth and above the

c. to move through water by moving parts of the body.
Q. 259 Which of the following is a complete sentence?
a. And saw the sunrise.

b. When they thought they were safe.

c. That is not true.

d. Around the bend and across the river.

Q. 260 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. Ryan exclaimed, Hurry up!"

b. Barb "said, I can't believe you talked me into this."

c. "This haunted house is scary, said Ryan, "and
creepy too."

d. "Let's get out of here," exclaimed Barb.

Q. 261 Why was the wood piece so strange?
a. It could sing and dance.

b. It could talk and feel.

c. It had eyes and ears.
Q. 262 Which word does NOT rhyme with "shoe"?
a. overdue

b. blue

c. glue

d. toe
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Q. 263 What word has the opposite meaning of "lost?"
a. again

b. lose

c. quiet

d. found

Q. 264 Which word does not rhyme with years?
a. fears

b. steers

c. bears

d. nears

Q. 265 When writing to __________________ an author's goal is to share information the is typically real and
factual.
a. entertain

b. persuade

c. inform
Q. 266 When you ___________ , you draw conclusions about something by using gathered data or previous
knowledge.
a. inquiry

b. infer

c. compare

d. predict

Q. 267 Fill in the blank. The teacher moved all of the ___________ desks.
a. studen'ts

b. students

c. student's

d. students'

Q. 268 Which of these sentences is correct?
a. I played baseball with Steve, Bill and Jake.

b. after breakfast, were going to clean up the house.

c. Me and Troy are going to Jordan's house after
school.

d. I want to see a elephant at the zoo.

Q. 269 Which word does NOT have the same vowel sound as the "e" in the word red?
a. said

b. read

c. team

d. sled

Q. 270 Which word does NOT have the same sound as the "oo" in the word "boot"?
a. shoot

b. foot

c. suit

d. mute
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Q. 271 Which is an example of an exclamatory sentence?
a. I am tired today.

b. We won the game!

c. What color is your dog?

d. Clean the floor.

Q. 272 The synonym of beautiful is pretty.
a. True

b. False

Q. 273 Even though you skimmed the questions before you began reading the story, you should ______________ .
a. not waste time reading it again

b. work as fast as you can so you can take a nap

c. draw designs around the answer

d. read the entire question and all the answer choices

Q. 274 To experience something by the sense of touch:
a. keep

b. feel

c. wheel

d. sheep

Q. 275 Which of the following is a complete sentence?
a. Walked to the nearest store.

b. The clear, blue sky.

c. We laughed at the joke.

d. Remembering last year's party.

Q. 276 Which resource would be MOST helpful to you if you needed to find information about how to take care of a
goldfish?
a. An atlas

b. The Internet

c. An almanac

d. The telephone book

Q. 277 What does pointing mean?
a. stuck

b. aiming

c. aimed

d. aimer

Q. 278 What kind of adjective describes more than three things?
a. Superlative

b. Comparative

Q. 279 I bought a new video game. It is ____________ .
a. his

b. me

c. I

d. mine
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Q. 280 We go to school in the ___________ .
a. dayteme

b. daytim

c. daetime

d. daytime

Q. 281 Can we make some ___________ cookies?
a. homemade

b. homade

c. homemaid

d. homemaide

Q. 282 Which of the following sentences is NOT written correctly?
a. We eat lunch at noon.

b. The bees flies over the honey.

c. Twenty people are in my class.

d. I have dance practice tonight.

Q. 283 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. "Go away" yelled Joe, "I can't stand you."

b. John looked away and said "That really hurts my
feelings.

c. "Joe replied," I don't really care.

d. "Oh, well," John said, " I guess I'll leave."

Q. 284 Which sentence is a complete sentence?
a. water is clear

b. The water is clear

c. The clear water.

d. The water is clear.

Q. 285 The hummingbird was the _________.
a. busiest

b. busyest

c. busyer

d. busier

Q. 286 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. Dad have a real talent for cooking interesting meals.

b. My aunts has a box full of their favorite recipes.

c. We has wonderful meals at Grandma's house.

d. They have a hot lunch at school everyday.

Q. 287 Which two words have opposite meanings?
a. great, special

b. stared, looked

c. early, late

d. kept, asked

Q. 288 Which word best completes the sentence? I am ____________ my family will go on vacation this summer.
a. hopping

b. hoping

c. hopiing

d. hopeing
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Q. 289 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. Lily asked, "What do you mean."

b. "I don't want pepperoni, " said Harriet, "or sausage

c. "Pepperoni and sausage are the best toppings Lily"
said.

d. Harriet explained "I would rather have just veggies"

Q. 290 Far away:
a. different

b. distinct

c. distint

d. distant

Q. 291 The word back ends in ack. Which one of these letters can be added to ack to form another word?
a. c

b. f

c. g

d. p

Q. 292 Which word in the sentence is spelled correctly? I'll stop woring if you'r starrt hurrying.
a. woring

b. you'r

c. starrt

d. hurrying

Q. 293 Which word does NOT rhyme with wave.
a. brave

b. save

c. have

d. cave

Q. 294 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. diseese

b. disease

c. dizeeze

d. dizease

Q. 295 What is the correct meaning of a BURROW?
a. a hole or tunnel small animals use

b. to ask for money

c. to send up in the air
Q. 296 Our coach handed us a _______________ .
a. basketbal

b. bascetball

c. basketball

d. baskitball
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Q. 297 __________ keeps moving my chair!
a. somebady

b. somebody

c. Somebody

d. sumbody

Q. 298 Which word could be found on a dictionary page if the guide words are "hike" and "hitch"?
a. high

b. hijack

c. hitting

d. history

Q. 299 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Won't

b. Wont

c. Wo'nt
Q. 300 What is the meaning of trapped?
a. caught

b. catch

c. turned

d. tarp

Q. 301 Choose the correct spelling of the word:
a. batterys

b. batteris

c. batteries

d. battery

Q. 302 You can find a dog bone buried in a:
a. book

b. pit

c. computer

d. sock

Q. 303 According to the book, mice are supposed to think constantly of...
a. cats

b. food

c. mouse traps

d. carving knives

Q. 304 Which of these words is plural?
a. plant

b. mice

c. desk

d. airplane

Q. 305 If the guide words on a dictionary page were "rant" and "road," which word would be on the page?
a. rain

b. roach

c. rope

d. run
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Q. 306 You should have a positive attitude when taking a test. A good phrase to say to yourself
is _________________ .
a. I hate tests!

b. Tests make me sick!

c. I can't do this!

d. I will do my best on this test!

Q. 307 The events that make up a story are part of the story's ____________ .
a. plot

b. point

c. action

d. setting

Q. 308 Which word does NOT have four syllables?
a. automobile

b. comprehension

c. photography

d. successful

Q. 309 Which is spelled correctly?
a. strong

b. strowng

c. stong

d. strawng

Q. 310 Which should you do FIRST when you are writing a report?
a. Reread to revise

b. Edit your writing

c. Write a rough draft

d. Prewrite to generate ideas

Q. 311 What does the prefix "re" mean in the word reread?
a. up

b. down

c. again

d. stop

Q. 312 A photograph is used to...
a. Name something

b. Show where something is

c. Show something
Q. 313 Where is the BEST place to look to find another word for beautiful?
a. an atlas

b. a thesaurus

c. a magazine

d. an encyclopedia

Q. 314 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Youre

b. You're

c. Your'e
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Q. 315 A Labrador is used by duck hunters to retrieve ducks when they have been shot.
a. Fact

b. Opinion

Q. 316 How many kids are in the club?
a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

Q. 317 Dad built a _____________ .
a. birdhouse

b. burdhouse

c. birdhous

d. birdhowse

Q. 318 The litle cat slowly sipped his warm milk. Which word in the sentence is not spelled correctly?
a. slowly

b. litle

c. sipped

d. milk

Q. 319 Which word is spelled correctly
a. splosh

b. splash

c. splashe

d. slposh

Q. 320 Even though birds can help us recycle some of our junk by using it to build nests, they also need to use lots
of natural materials.What feeling does the word junk create?
a. alarm

b. dislike

c. uncertainty

d. worry

Q. 321 I like ice cream. Is a
a. Simple sentence

b. Compound sentence

c. Complex sentence

d. Compound-complex sentence

Q. 322 Which answer is the best way to fix the problems in the sentence? me and my buddys was rollerblading.
a. My buddies and me were

b. Me and my buddies were

c. Me and my buddys was

d. My buddies and I were

Q. 323 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. thoughtful

b. thoughtfull

c. thoughtfule

d. thoghtful
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Q. 324 Choose the correct plural form of student.
a. students

b. student

c. studentes

d. studenties

Q. 325 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. We'll

b. well

c. wel'l

Q. 326 Which of these is an OPINION?
a. People wear special shoes for working.

b. People in Mexico like to wear open shoes.

c. Babouches are sometimes decorated.

d. Wooden shoes are the most comfortable of them

Q. 327 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. brain

b. bran

c. brane

d. branine

Q. 328 Which of these is NOT a complete sentence?
a. San Bernardino is a good place.

b. There are great mountains.

c. Would also like to see coyotes.

d. I'd love to see them up close!

Q. 329 When you _____________ , you are deciding what might happen in the future.
a. infer

b. inquire

c. predict

d. compare

Q. 330 What does the word "scoop" mean?
a. tool like a shovel

b. food

c. naturally occurring substance
Q. 331 Which is spelled correctly?
a. scratch

b. skrach

c. skratch

d. scrach

Q. 332 __________ ended at six o'clock.
a. daylight

b. dailite

c. Daylight

d. Daylite
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Q. 333 Which word does NOT rhyme with near?
a. ear

b. dear

c. pear

d. hear

Q. 334 What is an example of an imperative sentence?
a. My favorite color is pink.

b. Where are you from?

c. I loved that movie!

d. Girls, stop talking.

Q. 335 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Theres

b. The'res

c. There's
Q. 336 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. carefolly

b. carfully

c. carefuly

d. carefully

Q. 337 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. refreshment

b. refereshement

c. refreshmint

d. reefreshment

Q. 338 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. immpossibly

b. impossibly

c. impossably

d. none of these

Q. 339 Which of these is a complete sentence?
a. And saw the sunrise.

b. When they thought they were safe.

c. That is not true.

d. Around the river.

Q. 340 The word talk ends in alk. Which one of these letters can be added to alk to form another word?
a. d

b. r

c. w

d. p

Q. 341 Which word should replace the capitalized word to make the sentence correct?Tameka BUYED red fabric to
make a beautiful scarf.
a. buy

b. buying

c. bought

d. byed
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Q. 342 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.My book report tells the teacher what the
book was ______________ .
a. abowt

b. ubout

c. about

d. aboot

Q. 343 Which sentence is complete?
a. I gave jerry a piece of candy?

b. I gave Kristina a piece of candy

c. I gave Daija a piece of candy.

d. i gave Oscar a piece of candy.

Q. 344 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. My brother likes to go hunting, and sometimes I go

b. That bluebird that always sings outside my window.

c. My aunt lives next door Sue lives down the street.

d. I love that show it always makes me laugh it's my
favorite.

Q. 345 Circle the letter of the sentence that is an opinion.
a. The quarterback made three touchdowns in the
game.

b. The score was tied at the end of the final quarter.

c. Football is exciting and fun to watch.

d. Our team won the game by 10 points.

Q. 346 A group of people living in one country:
a. national

b. nation

c. nachion

d. natural

Q. 347 The lady was in a hury and forgot her purse.Which word in the sentence above is not spelled correctly?
a. lady

b. forgot

c. purse

d. hury

Q. 348 Which word refers to the feeling or feelings a person experiences when they read a story?
a. moral

b. characterizations

c. mood

d. fable

Q. 349 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. They're

b. Theyr'e

c. The'yre
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Q. 350 Which is spelled correctly?
a. spread

b. spred

c. srped

d. spreed

Q. 351 I wish you wouldn't ____________ your voice. How much money did we _____________ for our new club?
a. lower

b. raise

c. spend

d. collect

Q. 352 An opportunity means...
a. a chance for something

b. a strong point

c. a large amount of money

d. to confuse

Q. 353 Choose the correct spelling:
a. bicycle's

b. bicicle's

c. bycycle's

Q. 354 A goal is something desired, an aim.
a. True

b. False

Q. 355 The ___________ tells what or whom the sentence is about.
a. statement

b. predicate

c. command

d. subject

Q. 356 Which of the following is a complete sentence?
a. Be careful crossing the street.

b. After she finished dinner.

c. The boys who chased the cars.

d. As we wait for the rain to stop

Q. 357 Which sentence is complete?
a. tomorrow I will play in the snow.

b. Tomorrow I will play in the snow

c. Tomorrow I will play in the snow.

d. Tomorrow I will play in the snow?

Q. 358 He helped Kim with her fractions for he knew how to solve the problems. What is the clue word to signal
there may be a cause and effect relationship?
a. knew

b. for

c. how

d. there is no clue word
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Q. 359 Which of the following is an incomplete sentence (fragment)?
a. Do you like pretzels?

b. I think they are delicious.

c. Especially the hot ones.

d. I want to eat one every day.

Q. 360 Does that __________ fly?
a. airpane

b. areplane

c. airplane

d. airplain

Q. 361 She painted her _______________ a different color.
a. thumbnale

b. thubnail

c. thumbnail

d. thumnail

Q. 362 Choose the group of words that is NOT a complete sentence.
a. We laughed at the clown.

b. The children played.

c. The boy laughed.

d. Under her chair.

Q. 363 The __________ tells what the subject does or is.
a. statement

b. subject

c. exclamation

d. predicate

Q. 364 A king or queen rules over a:
a. kingdom

b. tower

c. planet

Q. 365 Which book should you use to find the meaning of words?
a. atlas

b. thesaurus

c. dictionary

d. encyclopedia

Q. 366 ____________ is a (n) which means a machine which uses fire to burn trash.
a. aspirin

b. perplexed

c. incinerator

d. wastebasket

Q. 367 __________ is an (adj) which means confused.
a. apt

b. jauntily

c. perplexed

d. scold
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Q. 368 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Thats

b. Tha'ts

c. That's
Q. 369 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. howeever

b. houwever

c. however

d. howeven

Q. 370 Timmy jumped in the pool, but shivered because it was cold.What does the word "it" in the sentence refer
to?
a. Timmy

b. jumped

c. cold

d. pool

Q. 371 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. dissavantage

b. disavantage

c. disadvantage

d. none of these

Q. 372 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. unbareably

b. unbearably

c. unbearabbly

d. none of these

Q. 373 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. incomprehensible

b. incomprehensable

c. uncomprehensible

d. all are correct

Q. 374 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. outrageous

b. owtreagous

c. outtragas

d. none of these

Q. 375 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. unconfortable

b. unconterble

c. uncomfortble

d. uncomfortable

Q. 376 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. undowbetly

b. undoubtidly

c. undoubtedly

d. none of these
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Q. 377 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. unaceptable

b. unnacceptable

c. unacceptible

d. unacceptable

Q. 378 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. gracfully

b. gracefully

c. grasefully

d. gracefuly

Q. 379 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. ledership

b. leedership

c. leadership

d. leaddership

Q. 380 What is the correct way to spell out the number 20?
a. twenty

b. Twinty

c. twente

Q. 381 What is the correct way to spell out the number 18?
a. eghteen

b. eighteen

c. aiteen
Q. 382 What is the correct way to spell out the number 12?
a. tweleve

b. twelv

c. twelve

Q. 383 Choose which word is spelled correctly.
a. happen

b. hapend

c. happin
Q. 384 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.Oranges and lemons are examples
of ___________ fruits.
a. sitrus

b. citris

c. citrus

d. sitrius

Q. 385 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. dangerus

b. dangeris

c. dangirus

d. dangerous
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Q. 386 What type of sentence shows strong feeling?
a. statement

b. question

c. command

d. exclamation

Q. 387 There and their are examples of...
a. Synonyms

b. Antonyms

c. Homonyms

d. None of the above

Q. 388 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Shed

b. She'd

c. Shed'
Q. 389 There is that ______________ that you wanted to buy.
a. dress

b. dresses

c. is dress

d. will dress

Q. 390 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. difend

b. diffend

c. defend

d. deffend

Q. 391 Which sentence below compares and contrasts the seasons of fall and summer?
a. Both seasons are dusty, rainy, and hot.

b. Both seasons have some warm, rainy days and
nighttime temperatures are cool enough to wear a

c. Both seasons are cold and snowy.

d. Both seasons have sunny days and the nights are
freezing cold.

Q. 392 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.I eat _______________ for breakfast every
morning.
a. sereal

b. cereal

c. cerel

d. cereel

Q. 393 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.I saw the dog behind
the ____________ fence.
a. pikit

b. pickit

c. piket

d. picket
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Q. 394 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.My mom pays for everything with
her ______________ card.
a. credit

b. creditt

c. credet

d. kredit

Q. 395 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.The old cabin had a
very _____________ feel to it.
a. rustic

b. rusttic

c. rustik

d. rustick

Q. 396 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.My dad told me to make
a _____________ on where to go for dinner.
a. choise

b. choyse

c. choice

d. choyce

Q. 397 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.The floor was made
of _____________ wood.
a. seeder

b. cedar

c. ceder

d. seedar

Q. 398 ____________ is a (v) which means to admit the truth.
a. confess

b. aspirin

c. perplexed

d. confused

Q. 399 Which is spelled correctly?
a. srteng

b. string

c. srting

d. streng

Q. 400 The slow breaking apart or wearing away of rock into smaller pieces:
a. delta

b. erosion

c. weathering

d. topsoil

Q. 401 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Were

b. We're

c. Wer'e
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____________ is an (n) which means an unpleasantly difficult, perplexing, or dangerous situation.

a. incinerator

b. predicament

c. aspirin

d. problem

Q. 403 Which sentence is correct?
a. "Why do I have to eat my vegetables?" asked Mary.

b. "Why do I have to eat my vegetables," asked Mary?

c. "Why do I have to eat my vegetables" asked Mary.

d. "Why do I have to eat my vegetables," asked Mary.

Q. 404 A shortened form of a word of phrase is an _______________ .
a. allusion

b. addition

c. array

d. abbreviation

Q. 405 Which word comes first in alphabetical order?
a. stretch

b. strain

c. straight

d. strict

Q. 406 Which is spelled correctly?
a. Stream

b. streem

c. srteam

d. srteeme

Q. 407 What type of dinosaur did they name the club after?
a. Stegosaurus

b. Tyrannosaurus Rex

c. Apatosaurus

d. Triceratops

Q. 408 Set in motion is termed as :
a. launch

b. lunch

c. lounch

d. lounge

Q. 409 The dropping of sediment by wind, water, ice, or gravity:
a. weathering

b. soil

c. cementing

d. deposition

Q. 410 How can a reader know if a statement is a fact or not?
a. You can prove if the statement is true.

b. You like the way it sounds.

c. You just know this stuff.

d. You have to ask your mother.
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Q. 411 Which book would be BEST to use as a source for a report about alligators?
a. Animals in Swamps

b. All about Alligators

c. Reptiles of the World

d. Ally the Alligator's Party

Q. 412 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.The school located on Old
Mill _____________ is having a festival.
a. Rd.

b. rd

c. RD

d. Rd

Q. 413 Find the Core Word that is spelled correctly and fits in the blank.The pilot was getting ready for the flight in
the __________ .
a. cokpit

b. cockpit

c. kokpit

d. cockpitt

Q. 414 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. H'ed

b. Hed

c. He'd

Q. 415 ____________ is a (n) which means jealousy, desiring something someone else has.
a. ignorance

b. envy

c. perplexed

d. jauntily

Q. 416 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. tuesday

b. Tusday

c. Tewsday

d. Tuesday

Q. 417 A surface which show films or slides:
a. screen

b. whiteboard

c. chalkboard

d. clock

Q. 418 Which word is NOT spelled correctly?
a. today

b. happened

c. grumpie

d. noise
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Q. 419 Choose the sentence that is written correctly and is not a fragment or a run-on.
a. She is very pretty all the boys like her,

b. Please lock the door.

c. When they ran inside the house.

d. She did not check her work she failed the test.

Q. 420 A thing that stands for something else:
a. cymbol

b. simbal

c. symbol

d. simbol

Q. 421 Which sentence is a simple sentence?
a. She said to look in my sock drawer, but the socks
were not there.

b. I looked all over the house, but the socks were
nowhere to be seen.

c. I looked inside my shirts, and I looked inside my
pants.

d. Buster had taken the socks.

Q. 422 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. independence

b. indebendence

c. endependence

d. none of these

Q. 423 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. ounership

b. ownership

c. ownershipt

d. none of these

Q. 424 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. missbehaving

b. misbehavinning

c. misbehaving

d. mispehaving

Q. 425 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. oncomming

b. oncomeing

c. oncoming

d. all are correct

Q. 426 ____________________ is a (v) which means to beg, to ask earnestly
a. quiver

b. plead

c. exasperate

d. aspirin
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Q. 427 One who studies:
a. teacher

b. desk

c. student

d. headphones

Q. 428 Which of the following is a sentence fragment?
a. The cat meowed.

b. Over the rainbow.

c. We ran down the street.

d. The children laughed.

Q. 429 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. Goodbye," Alice cried as she waved to her mother.

b. "I'll see you soon," said Alice's mother.

c. Alice sobbed and asked, "Why do you have to leave"

d. "Don't cry, dear." Alice's mother pleaded "I will be
home soon."

Q. 430 A title and headings can help me make predictions.
a. True

b. False

Q. 431 I worked very hard on the journal entry I wrote, and I _____________ a good grade.
a. hosted

b. compete

c. record

d. earned

Q. 432 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. throot

b. throte

c. throate

d. throat

Q. 433 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. rabbet

b. rabbit

c. rabit

d. rabbat

Q. 434 My predictions always have to be right.
a. True

b. False

Q. 435 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Did'nt

b. Didn't

c. Din't

d. didn't
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Q. 436 Does that _____________ fly?
a. aerplane

b. airplane

c. areplane

d. plane

Q. 437 Blackboard
a. projector

b. bookcase

c. chalkboard

d. desk

Q. 438 A listening device for a radio, stereo, etc.:
a. projector

b. desk

c. headphones

d. bookcase

Q. 439 ______________ is a (n) which means a small passing comment, usually unimportant.
a. aspirin

b. predicament

c. incinerator

d. remark

Q. 440 A machine used for projecting images:
a. clock

b. projector

c. desk

d. screen

Q. 441 The ________________ is the one who writes the words in the book.
a. vanished

b. author

c. inquire

d. gather

Q. 442 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. chair

b. chare

c. chere

d. charre

Q. 443 If you wanted to say someone is "NOT HELPFUL" which word would you use?
a. inhelpful

b. unhelpful

c. ilhelpful

Q. 444 Which of the following is an example of an exclamation?
a. How old is your brother?

b. Make your bed before you go to school.

c. What a huge cat that is!

d. I like to eat outside.
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Q. 445 What should be replaced in this sentence? Me and Tom went for a drive.
a. Tom and I went for a drive.

b. Tom and me went for a drive.

c. Put a Comma between Tom and went.

d. none of the above

Q. 446 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. shair

b. share

c. shere

d. shar

Q. 447 What does the word unhurt mean?
a. hurt badly

b. hurt

c. not hurt
Q. 448 Which is spelled correctly?
a. streat

b. stret

c. strete

d. street

Q. 449 Which of the following titles COULD be an example of narrative writing?
a. "Cheetahs are the Fastest Animal"

b. "Rocks and Minerals"

c. "The Life of Frederick Douglas"

d. "The Best Pet Ever"

Q. 450 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. suqeak

b. squaek

c. squeke

d. squeak

Q. 451 Which word belongs in the following sentence?The sun was _____________ up when I awoke.
a. already

b. all ready

Q. 452 Which sentence is written correctly?
a. She used a softly voice.

b. I tried to speak slowly.

c. This is a badly idea.

d. That sound is nicely.

Q. 453 Which word below means "to write again"?
a. midwrite

b. overwrite

c. prewrite

d. rewrite
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Q. 454 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Ive

b. Iv'e

c. I've
Q. 455 A word meaning very old:
a. pause

b. ancient

c. memorize

d. crumple

Q. 456 Coast is a
a. A type of soap

b. what you put your soda glass on

c. The part of the land near the sea; the edge of the

d. Where the sea meets the sky in the horizon

Q. 457 What do you do if you reread a book?
a. You read it for the first time.

b. You read it one time.

c. You read it again.

d. You don't read it.

Q. 458 A passageway; corridor:
a. bleachers

b. hallway

c. restroom

d. classroom

Q. 459 Helper of the principal also called ______________ .
a. assistant principal

b. principal

c. teacher

d. counselor

Q. 460 A stretch of open land:
a. field

b. classroom

c. restrooms

d. teacher

Q. 461 Which of these is a complete sentence?
a. Screamed as loud as she could.

b. The creepy, cold cave.

c. Summer has just ended.

d. My twelve cousins and I.

Q. 462 neighborhood
a. to talk in a quiet voice

b. a part of a town where people live

c. an advertisement of something

d. a place outside that has swing sets and monkey bars
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Q. 463 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. test

b. est

c. etst

d. tess

Q. 464 Which of the following sentences is correct?
a. "Do you know where my hat is," asked Jane?

b. "Do you know where my hat is?" asked Jane?

c. "Do you know where my hat is?" asked Jane.

d. "Do you know where my hat is." asked Jane?

Q. 465 Which of the following sentences has no errors?
a. Jeff Lisa, and I ate lunch together.

b. Steve took out his pencil and begin to do his
homework.

c. We didn't play football because we couldn't find

d. The boys runs to school.

Q. 466 Which one of these words is spelled correctly?
a. Whats

b. What's

c. Wha'ts

Q. 467 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. swiming

b. sweming

c. swemming

d. swimming

Q. 468 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. fashion

b. fachion

c. faschion

Q. 469 What is the best definition for fish?
a. an animal that lives in water and has fins for

b. to long for; desire; want.

c. to bring upward; raise.
Q. 470 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. wizdom

b. wissdom

c. wisdim

d. wisdom
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Q. 471 Which is spelled correctly?
a. sprint

b. sprent

c. sprentt

d. sprited

Q. 472 A set of shelves or a cabinet for holding books:
a. screen

b. chalkboard

c. bookcase

d. desk

Q. 473 A flat piece of wood white in color:
a. whiteboard

b. headphones

c. projector

d. teacher

Q. 474 A piece of furniture:
a. whiteboard

b. chalkboard

c. screen

d. desk

Q. 475 Which word is NOT spelled correctly?
a. Foxes

b. wolfes

c. parks

d. puppies

Q. 476 Choose the word spelled correctly below.
a. frezing

b. freezing

c. frezeing

d. freezeing

Q. 477 Which word is not spelled correctly?
a. family

b. friendz

c. flowers

d. fly

Q. 478 My mom loves to go ____________ .
a. shoping

b. shop

c. shopping

d. shopped

Q. 479 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. schedule

b. scedule

c. skedual

d. schedual
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Q. 480 The strategy to use for comparing and contrasting is:
a. Predicting

b. Rereading

c. Asking Questions

d. Using Prior Knowledge

Q. 481 An action or idea that grows quickly and is hard to stop:
a. momentum

b. reaction

c. famine

Q. 482 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. Ninty

b. Ninetey

c. Ninety
Q. 483 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. heaver

b. heavyer

c. heavier

d. heavir

Q. 484 A word meaning to fix in one's memory exactly; to learn by heart:
a. memorize

b. pause

c. gust

d. ancient

Q. 485 The _______________ is the one who draws the pictures in a book.
a. cease

b. illustrator

c. inquire

d. vanished

Q. 486 Which sentence is an example of a command?
a. How amazing the speaker was!

b. When will you graduate from high school?

c. I will clean my room tonight.

d. Tell me the name of the song.

Q. 487 If you "distrust" someone, how do you feel about them?
a. You trust them very much.

b. You trust them a little.

c. You do not trust them.

d. You trust them sometimes.

Q. 488 A response to something that happens:
a. agreeable

b. ingredients

c. reaction
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Q. 489 Interest in something that is odd or unusual:
a. curiosity

b. reaction

c. gaze
Q. 490 _____________ means to stop for a short time before going on.
a. Crumple

b. Memorize

c. Gust

d. Pause

Q. 491 What is the correct meaning of LAUNCHING?
a. to dig a deep hole

b. having no people living there

c. sending up in the air
Q. 492 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. empty

b. impty

c. umpty

d. emtpy

Q. 493 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. polt

b. plot

c. ploott

d. poltt

Q. 494 Which word is NOT spelled correctly?
a. lite

b. terrible

c. wonderful

d. because

Q. 495 Which word is not spelled correctly?
a. sharck

b. rough

c. since

d. mammal

Q. 496 What is the best definition for swim?
a. to place on and send by ship, truck, or other vehicle.

b. the part of the face below the mouth and above
the neck; the center of the lower jaw.

c. to move through water by moving parts of the body.

Q. 497 When there is not enough food to feed everyone:
a. gaze

b. dense

c. famine
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Q. 498 If I don't know how to spell a word, I can look in the _____________ .
a. Math Book

b. Chapter Book

c. Picture Book

d. Dictionary

Q. 499 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. shadow

b. shaado

c. sahdow

Q. 500 Choose the correct sentence.
a. Many kinds of animals can hide from their enemys.

b. Many kinds of animals can hide from they're
enemies.

c. Many kinds of animals can hide from their enemies.

d. Many kinds of animals can hide from there enemys.

Q. 501 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. moysture

b. moisture

c. moosture

d. moischer

Q. 502 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. flaot

b. foat

c. float
Q. 503 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. clok

b. cockl

c. clock

d. ock

Q. 504 When reading a play does the actor read the stage directions?
a. Yes

b. No

Q. 505 If you are summoning someone, you are calling for that person to come.
a. True

b. False

Q. 506 A sudden strong wind:
a. advice

b. crumple

c. memorize

d. gust
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Q. 507 What is the best definition for lift?
a. to bring upward; raise.

b. to smile broadly, so that the teeth are showing.

c. to place on and send by ship, truck, or other vehicle.
Q. 508 I cut my _____________ .
a. land

b. and

c. hand

Q. 509 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. croop

b. crop

c. corp

d. copr

Q. 510 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. gainr

b. grain

c. garin

Q. 511 When you read a story and the author is trying to get you to buy something, or convince you to do
something, what is the author's purpose?
a. Persuade

b. Inform

c. Entertain
Q. 512 Range
a. Where the buffalo roam

b. A mountain climber

c. The center of a earthquake, where it begins

d. A series of things in a line or row. A series of

Q. 513 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. worried

b. woried

c. worryied

d. worryed

Q. 514 One who teaches; especially as a profession:
a. teacher

b. assistant principal

c. classroom

d. counselor
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Q. 515 Something that is pleasing to senses:
a. generous

b. agreeable

c. famine
Q. 516 A list of references used by an author to create a book is called an (a):
a. Index

b. Illustrator

c. bibliography

Q. 517 Which word means to crush together; to bend or press into creases or wrinkles?
a. gust

b. pause

c. crumple

d. ancient

Q. 518 What is the best definition for ship?
a. to place on and send by ship, truck, or other vehicle.

b. to copy by transferring ink to a surface using
mechanical pressure.

c. to flow downward in drops.

Q. 519 Choose the word that is spelled correctly
a. Englishe

b. Inglish

c. English

d. Inglishe

Q. 520 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. chese

b. cheese

c. chsse

Q. 521 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. cealn

b. clean

c. calean
Q. 522 On Sundays, my family _________________ together for a big lunch.
a. gathers

b. illustrator

c. ceases

d. author

Q. 523 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. leters

b. leeters

c. letters

d. laders
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Q. 524 Choose the word that is spelled correctly.
a. spne

b. spendend

c. spen

d. spend

Q. 525 The process by which sediment particles are "glued" together by dissolved minerals:
a. cementing

b. loam

c. humas

d. weathering

Q. 526 To work together for a common goal:
a. cooperate

b. tantrum

c. discipline

d. adult

Q. 527 Choose the correctly spelled word:
a. tuorist

b. tourist

c. tortist

d. tourest

Q. 528 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. Sudnay

b. Sunday

c. Someday
Q. 529 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. split

b. spliit

c. splite

d. spulit

Q. 530 What is the correct meaning of UNINHABITATED?
a. a helpless or difficult position

b. having no people living there

c. a hole or tunnel
Q. 531 To STROLL in the park
a. sit

b. eat

c. meet

d. walk

Q. 532 My lunchbox _____________ when I wasn't looking.
a. author

b. illustrator

c. gather

d. vanished
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Q. 533 Which is not a complete sentence?
a. The school near the park.

b. I study at the school near the park.

Q. 534 Katherine has a ___________ computer than I do.
a. newest

b. newer

c. new

d. none above

Q. 535 Which answer choice is spelled correctly?
a. pudle

b. puudle

c. puddle

d. putle

Q. 536 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a. The last day of school is May 25 2010.

b. The last day of school is May, 25 2010.

c. The last day of school is May 25, 2010.

d. The last day of school is May, 25, 2010.

Q. 537 Choose the word that is spelled incorrectly.
a. hollow

b. hellow

c. yellow
Q. 538 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. bleachers

b. beachs

c. blchesrs

Q. 539 Which sentence is an example of a statement?
a. Save me a seat in the library.

b. Give this to my brother.

c. I went to the park yesterday.

d. Why did you choose that movie?

Q. 540 Choose the word that is spelled incorrectly.
a. knock

b. knife

c. kname

Q. 541 What is the best definition for wish?
a. to long for; desire; want.

b. to move through water by moving parts of the
body.

c. to bring upward; raise.
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Q. 542 When people are happy to share with others:
a. dense

b. famine

c. generous
Q. 543 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. january

b. Janruary

c. January

d. januery

Q. 544 Something that is held tightly is:
a. thrown

b. chewed

c. gripped
Q. 545 Which word is spelled correctly?
a. stringth

b. strength

c. stregth

d. strenth

Q. 546 Choose the word that is spelled incorrectly.
a. numb

b. thumb

c. drumb
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